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Introducing
DEFINE THE INTDEST NFT MARKET

Non-fungible tokens (NFTs):
blockchain is revolutionizing the way we transfer ownership of 
digital assets. NFTs are at the heart of this new paradigm. 
They are in no way similar to cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin, 
which can be exchanged for other cryptocurrencies, or to �at 
currencies such as USD.
As they have unique identi�ers and metadata stored on the 
blockchain, they can be used as a medium for business 
transactions.
In 2021 alone, the market saw a signi�cant growth rate in both 
the total value sent by NFT transactions and average 
transaction size, indicating that NFTs as an asset class is 
gaining more weight with every new use case that is getting 
implemented.
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About .PRO
INTDEST GALAXY NFT MARKETPLACE

The �rst non-fungible token marketplace for trading and 
owning personal brands: NFTs provide an opportunity for 
creators to build up a personal brand – with plenty of room for 
unique trading. But, there are no open marketplaces to 
facilitate NFT trades and little room for variety. Intdest.pro is 
on a mission to change the face of digital ownership forever 
by creating the �rst-ever non-fungible token marketplace.
Origin, de�nition, and ecosystem – the purpose of this white 
paper is to describe everything related to intdest NFT – from 
the origin, de�nition, and ecosystem to available features and 
project roadmap.
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Intdest NFT is a versatile platform with a high focus on 
empowering budding businesses and entrepreneurs to 
launch their own NFT marketplace:

Intdest NFT is a versatile platform with a high focus on 
empowering budding businesses and entrepreneurs to launch 
their NFT marketplace where they can create and sell NFTs in 
minutes, with no coding knowledge or upfront costs. The 
platform allows anyone to create a NFT marketplace at zero 
cost, with no coding experience required. It also offers full 
back-end functionality allowing its users to add vendors, 
accept payments and host an auction.
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Now you can use the new intdest NFT to create, manage, and 
sell your NFTs. Seamlessly built right into the platform, drag 
and drop to make your NFTs, invite your users to try them out, 
and see if they want to buy them – all in one place. You'll get 
your payments as soon as intdest receives them – up-front 
and transparent. We've also added complementary features 
your community will love: GIF support, private boards, priority 
download, plus more! We work to make NFT creation 
accessible. Intdest NFT exists to empower NFT creators with 
all the tools they need to create their own NFT storefronts: 
digital assets listings, idxs and ddexs alike. We strive to 
facilitate the NFT creation process for everyone through our 
marketplace and input repertoire.

1.1 BACKGROUND
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Intdest NFT – accessible NFTs, for everyone: as a creator of 
digital assets, you'd want your creations to be taken seriously. 
Intdest is the solution for you! We believe digital assets, for all 
their qualities and bene�ts, are still elitist and inaccessible to 
most people. Our team from various backgrounds had one 
thing in common: we feel that having �nancial or investment 
freedom is a basic human right that should be easily 
accessible to everyone. That's why we build intdest, an easy to 
build erc721 NFT store, to realize our vision.

1.2 OUR MISSION

And to complete that, we're giving creators 
all these bene�ts
WWW.INTDEST.PRO
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You don't need any code to create
realizing that coding is a problem for most people, we've 
ensured there's no coding at every step of the way: intdest 
NFT store owners can register, choose their desired domain, 
customize and set up their store with advanced marketing 
tools (such as Google Analytics and Facebook pixel), and 
publish it in minutes. All this is done without touching a single 
line of code.

Resale on the basic level, an intdest is registered.
Intdest NFT store is simply a NFT store. But with the reselling 
feature, buyers in intdest NFT stores can sell their NFTs to 
other buyers, making intdest NFT stores act like a NFT 
marketplace: buyers can freely trade their bought (and earned) 
tokens in the entire network. Sellers can make a pro�t by 
reselling their assets.
Marketing tools for NFT stores
intdest NFT enables an array of marketing tools to help store 
owners increase online sales. Our built-in Google Analytics 
provides the data you need to track and analyze trends, while 
the Facebook pixel lets you effectively market your online 
shop through social media. We plan to add even more 
advanced marketing tools in the near future.
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 1. Unstoppable customization:
 Unlike many existing customization options, intdest NFT 
gives store owners the freedom to change any aspect of their 
store, not just style.
2. unmatched security:
 Intdest NFT provides additional security features such as a 
multi-signature wallet with an extra level of security, enabling 
users to perform transactions safely.
3. unique design:
 Thanks to an integrated design tool where theme 
customization and original images can be combined 
seamlessly in a way that no other crypto-trading site can 
provide, the uniqueness of your store is ensured even after the 
design is �nalized.

The bene�ts of INTDEST NFT include
WWW.INTDEST.PRO
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4. Web store builder:
Users can use one of our prede�ned storefronts or create their own custom 
ones using our very �exible template engine. 
5. User interface:
Manually created pages that list available NFTs on the users' store are called 
Displays. Each display comes with rich preview content and uses a responsive 
layout, so it looks great on desktop, tablet, and mobile devices. Our user 
interface allows users to easily rearrange the order of Displays and select 
which ones can be accessed by the store's visitors. 
6. Analytics:
INTDEST NFT web dashboard comes with built-in Google Analytics (GA), 
allowing store owners to track their stores' performance. INTDEST NFT 
combines sales data from multiple marketplaces into one report that makes it 
easy for store owners to manage their outlets from a single location. Store 
administration: One of the central features of INTDEST NFT is a centralized 
management tool that allows.

INTDEST NFT consists of several
components, including:
WWW.INTDEST.PRO
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intdest has an ecosystem for the creation of non-fungible tokens (nfts), 
including blockchain-based standard templates, an integrated nft market, a 
smart contract, and an exchange. the intdest ecosystem increases user value 
and business pro�tability by providing a solution for all aspects of the nft 
industry, from entrepreneurship to consumer use.

INTDEST NFT ECOSYSTEM
DEFINITION OF ECOSYSTEM AND PATH

To unlock more functionality, store owners can use intd to pay for a 
subscription of their choosing. In-store payments store owners can create, 
trade, and resell NFTs with the selected intd as currency.  As a result, store 
owners will not be charged the standard platform transaction fee of 2.5%.

Intd is used as a currency for payment of storage services. 
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